Introduction

Hydatid disease, caused by encysted larvae of the dog tapeworm Echinococcus granulosus, results in the formation of proctoscoleces. The primary definitive host of the adult worm is the dog, while intermediate hosts for the larval stage include sheep and humans. Human infection occurs through the ingestion of food contaminated with ova or direct contact with infected dogs. Cerebral hydatidosis is a rare central nervous system larval infection affecting approximately 2-3% of patients, with the incidence of hydatid cysts among intracranial space-occupying lesions varying between 1.6 and 5.2 percent in different countries [1].

Case details

A 16-year-old boy, previously in good health, initially presented to the Emergency Department after a fall following vertigo. Being vitally and clinically stable, he was discharged, from the emergency room. Two days later, he returned with progressive weakness in the right upper and lower limbs. On arrival, his Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) was 15, but he exhibited reduced strength in various muscle groups on the right side (right hemiparesis). CT and MRI scans of the brain with IV contrast revealed multiple well-defined cystic areas in the bilateral frontal and parietal regions, accompanied by moderate surrounding edema and peripheral ring enhancement on post-contrast images (Figures 1 and 2). The largest lesion, measuring 3.8x3.3x2.3 cm, was seen in the left frontal lobe. Abscess was ruled out due to the absence of restriction on the DWI sequence, leading to an initial impression of cystic metastasis. A subsequent CT of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis failed to identify a primary source, prompting a biopsy. Burr hole craniostomy with neuro navigation was planned. During surgery a grayish cyst-like structure was identified, which was biopsied. Postoperatively, the patient remained stable with mild right hemiparesis, and was discharged. During subsequent follow up in the clinic, his hemiparesis improved with no residual deficit. Histopathology indicated glial tissue with increased cellularity of lymphocytes and histiocytes (CD 68+). The presence of round to oval organisms within histiocytes led to the impression of an infected etiology, prompting referral to an infectious disease specialist. Positive echinococcus titre and other tests confirmed the diagnosis, and the patient commenced albendazole treatment, with ongoing clinic follow-ups.
Discussion

Hydatid disease, also known as echinococcosis, is a zoonotic parasitic infection transmitted from animals to humans through the larval stage of tapeworms (cestodes) belonging to the genus Echinococcus. In regions where echinococcosis is endemic, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates an annual incidence of human infection exceeding 50/100,000 persons [2]. Approximately 1-2% of cases involve hydatid cysts affecting the human brain. Children constitute 80% of cases with brain involvement, often associated with dysfunctional valves or patent ductus arteriosus, primarily affecting the middle cerebral artery region [3]. The clinical manifestation of brain hydatid cysts is determined by their size and location, commonly presenting with symptoms such as hemiparesis, convulsions, migraines, vomiting, altered behavior, and even skull deformities. Over half of patients exhibit multiple cysts, predominantly in the cerebral hemispheres but also reported in various other brain regions [4].

Brain hydatid cysts appear as well-circumscribed cystic lesions on CT and MRI scans, rarely displaying daughter cysts. They typically lack wall calcification or surrounding edema, presenting only Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) density on CT or signal intensity on MRIs. Hypo intense rims on T2-weighted images are characteristic, with a low signal intensity rim surrounding the cyst visible on T2-weighted MRIs [5]. Cysts may appear non-complex or complicated, the latter involving per cystic edema due to rupture and leakage [6]. Non-complicated cysts on MRI are well-defined and isointense, lacking rim enhancement or pericystic edema. Conversely, complex cysts with superadded infections exhibit hyper intense pericystic edema and a ring of enhancement, either fully or partially, due to cyst rupture, making them prone to recurrence. Brain hydatid cysts should be considered in the differential diagnosis of cystic lesions, alongside conditions like arachnoid cysts, porencephalic cysts, pyogenic abscesses, neurocysticercosis, and brain metastasis [7].

A high degree of suspicion is crucial when encountering cerebral cystic lesions on imaging, especially in regions with a high prevalence of hydatid disease, to ensure early diagnosis [8]. Despite limited studies in the region, Nasir et al. reported 33 cases of cerebral hydatid cysts, all appearing as isolated cystic masses on imaging. Clinicians suspected over 67% of these lesions to be hydatid cysts, with histopathological examination revealing transparent, thin-walled, unilocular, or multilocular cysts in 52% of cases. The intact cysts had an average size of 7 cm, displaying standard histology and responding well to medical treatment following surgical excision [9]. Total surgical extirpation is the therapeutic approach, emphasizing the importance of early diagnosis for favorable prognosis. Recurrence and unfavorable outcomes are commonly associated with incomplete excision and surgical rupture, necessitating careful removal to prevent anaphylaxis and widespread infection [10]. Dowling’s technique is the preferred surgical approach [11], and postoperatively, patients are administered antiparasitic drugs such as Albendazole or Mebendazole for 6-12 months in most cases, with doses ranging from 10-15 mg/kg in divided doses [12]. The results of pharmacological treatment vary across series, with response rates ranging from 43.5 to 80%. Early diagnosis significantly contributes to a favorable prognosis by preventing neurological consequences.
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